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ACTION: Amembassy BELGRADE PRIORITY

INFO; Amchnsul ZAGREB

Jan 24 7 30 PM '64

Reference: Circular 1227* January 10.

Re Cuban shipping provision in Foreign Assistance Act of 1963,

Embassy Belgrade should now take action on reference circular.

In cal ling attention provisions of section 620(a)(3) to

appropriate Yugoslav Embassy should point out following

four points in addition to instructions contained reference.

1. Section 620(a)(3) PAA may be applicable to $2 million

military sales program now being carried out pursuant to Presi-

dential authorization of May li}., 1963 under 611j.(a) of PAA and finding®

under 620(f). Hence in absence QUOTE appropriate steps UNQUOTE

required by and as discussed in reference,

that unobligated/ (now approximately s29s*ooo)&B&aaoecof $2 million

program remaining after February llj., 196ij. may not be obligated

unless section 6lij.(a) waiver by President is invoked. Embassy

should make clear that granting of such waiver must not be assumed

if it determined that waiver required to complete $2 million

program, BEGIN PYI, In fairness to Yugoslavs who counting on

remainder $2 million spare part and services purchase program

feel we must specifically point out foregoing. Authorization



Authorization for Embassy to take init.atlve to discuss this point with

Yugoslavs supersedes penultimate paragraph reference which instructs

Embassies not to take any initiative in mentioning subject of waiver*

END PYI.

2. Section 620(a)(3) of course applies to any future military sales

under FAA on same basis as to unobliga ;ed balance existing program as

discussed preceding point.

3. USG understands general GOT position regarding its shipping to

Cuba as described previous discussions Belgrade and Washington, never-

theless* Embassy is requested report its detail and as soon as possible

on any steps that GOY takes as result this representation. BEH3?PYI.

In view delay in requesting Embassy make this representation, reftel

deadline of end January for reporting steps host country has taken or

plans take extended to February 6, END PYI.

ij., All countries receiving assistance under PAA being approached

in same manner re this subject.

BEGIN PYI. We have set out below for your early comment Issues

involved balancing our Cuba policy and in this case our specific

objective isolate Cuba against our policy interests in Eastern Europe.

In past discussions on subject Cuban shipping Yugoslav officials

have made following points in defense fact that some Yugoslav ships

remain in Cuba trade.

A. Yugoslavia committed in principle to freedom trade and navlga-

on and these principles impose certain limitations on Yugoslav policy.



B. In view quite substantial total volume Yugoslav shipping to

Western Hemisphere could be expected that Yugo shipping with Cuba

would be several times present level.

C. In fact actual Yugoslav shipping involving Cuba quite small,

which Implies that certain measures to restrict Cuban shipping must

have been taken despite A and B.

D. Yugoslav-Cuban relations have not developed according

Yugoslavia's initial hopes % Cuba's relations with other countries have

developed in a way which Yugoslavia regards critically.

Yugoslav shipping to Cuba did decline from 26 >calls in 1962 to 12

calls in 1963. Yugoslavs thus may have tacitly cooperated with us by

limiting number voyages. However GOY probably considers open acquies-

cence our shipping policies and termination all shipping to Cuba would

place it in position bowing openly to US pressure which it could not do.

Should Yugoslavs fail take appropriate steps completely halt ship-

ping to Cuba, we would have to consider whether to invoke 611j.(a) waiver

to make military sales. As you will recall. Presidential Determination

of Kay li|., 1963 providing for military sales made following points;

1) disruptive influence which general GOY policies have had within Sovie

bloc; 2) desirability forestalling Yugoslav dependence on USSR for arms;

and 3) strengthening GOY elements favorable to TJS. These factors would

be relevant in consideration any future waiver.

On other hand, we must give most serious consideration our Cuban

policy Including clear Congressional expression that noa-bloc shielding



to Cuba be halted. US activities against free-world economic ties

with luba stem from basic policy isolating Cuba. This objective under-

taken in large part to counter Cuban subversive activities in Latin

America and,more lately, apparent Cuban involvement in Africa. In this

respect, Cuba only communist country other than Soviet Union and

Communist China which has been actively engaged in widespread subversive

activities in other countries.

In sum, if GOY fails take appropriate steps terminate all Cuban

shipping, we will be faced with problem weighing disadvantage to

national interest of termination military sales to Yugoslavia against

disadvantages asking President to grant waiver (which would inevitably

create great pressure for waivers for other countries) and justify

same in face of continuing and intense Congressional Interest in termi-

nation shipping to Cuba,
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